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51 Mawer and Stenton, p. 6.
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Barclay
Farguson
Harrington
Carns
Marchant
Maracals
Parson
Starling

Berkeley
Ferguson
Herenton
Kerns
Merchand
Merrical
Person
Sterling

Barden Bearden
Carnes Cairnes

3. Words which show normal development from Middle English
er [e:r] to Modern English ar [o:r] often retained the er spelling
although the phonetic value was [0: r]. (Except in such isolated
cases as the county name Berkeley [ba: rkliJ56, where the pronunci-
ation changed to conform to spelling, the nineteenth century
saw alteration in spelling to fit the pronunciation.) The [0: r]
pronunciation is still found in such words as ser(Jice, nearer, (Jermin,
herb.

1. The change of Middle English [0] to [re] was not complete.
(Cf. the pronunciation of "Calvert" as "Cawlvert" by natives of
Calvert County, Maryland. )54

Asburn Osborne
Cadwealleder Codwaller
Tannahill Taunnihill
Gallaher Golloher
Fast Faust
McCalley McColley
McCann McCohn
Saverns Soverns
[Alberts] Olbers

2. Middle English [0] followed by r had the value of Ere]. This
pronunciation is found today in British dialects and until a generation
ago was still in use in remote regions of West Virginia, e. g. arm
[rerm].55

54 William A. Kinney, "Roving Maryland's Cavalier Country," The National
Geographic Magazine, CV (1954), 443.

55 Apparently "D. Boone killed a bar on this tree" reflects the pronunciation
(boor].

56 Eighteenth-century western Virginia records reveal an occasional Barclay
beside Berkeley.
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4. The raising of Middle English [e:] to [i :], which occurred at
the end of the seventeenth century and had become general by
the middle of the eighteenth, was not complete. 57

Heastings Hastings
Leake Lake
McCleary McClary
Wheally Whaley
Yeates Yates

5. As in certain current West Virginia dialect pronunciations,
e. g. [freir], fair, [aeg], egg, [e:] seems to have been lowered occasion-
ally to Ere].

Clegg
[Clem]
Gillespie
Kemp
[Luellen]
Pierpoint
Reynolds

Clagg
Clam
Gillaspie
Camp
Luallen
Pairpoint
Rannolds

6. In at least one case Ere]appears to have raised to [e:].
Haskins Heskins

7. As in many modern instances, [~] and U] alternated. (Cf. such
local forms as het for hit (it), let for lit, Nipton for Neptune, and
rint for rent.)

Jennings
Pendell
McKenney

Jinnings
Pindle
McKinney

8. One example of [e:] apparently diphthongizing as [ail occurs.
McClain McCline

9. The modern West Virginia dialect pronunciation of china as
cheny [tIe: nj] (e. g. cheny ware) appears to be reflected by one
alternate spelling.

China Cheney

57 Of. Shakespeare's rhyming of clean with lane and Pope's rhyming of Tea with
obey.



Plom
Galford
Croll
Moredock
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10. An apparent instance of u as the sound (u:] when it is
ordinarily [\1] occurs with one name. (Cf. present-day dialect pro-
nunciations boosh for bush; poosh for push.)

Cushman Coochman
11. That u not infrequently had the value of [A:] seems indicated.

(Cf. the modern dialect forms onder for under; plom for pluln; and
plonder for plunder.)

Plum
Gulford
Crull
Murdock

Vocabular Significances

As words long divested of meaning, names have resisted many
of the stimuli which normally provoke variation or bring about
disuse. It is not surprising, therefore, to find preserved even in the
most ordinary surnames and baptismal names, as well as in place
names, many older words of the language not otherwise extant. In
the early Virginia surname Bond, for instance, is OE bonda 'serf';
in Camp is ON kempa 'warrior'; in Crouch is ME crouche 'cross'
(connected with OE crycc 'crutch', 'staff'); in Drake is OE draca
'dragon'. in Woodfin is OE wudu-fin 'wood heap.' Such name sur-
vivals are an index both to cultural history and to language.

The search for special lexicographical significances in names has
lead in recent years58 to the scholarly investigation of our oldest
body of surnames-those of the Middle English period. Such study
has had important results. In the case of certain words first appear-
ing as names, the date of earliest record has been pushed back
as much as six centuries. Serving as an illustration is stretende found
by Lofvenberg59 as a surname (Roger de la Stretende) in 1262. The
NED dates streetend from 1904. Fransson60 gives fifteen occupational
surnames whose earliest instances antedate more than five hundred
years those of the NED, nine with instances antedating four to five
hundred· years the NED's, and thirty-two with instances antedating

58 Lofvenberg credits Sir Allen Mawer in his paper "Some Unworked Sources
for English Lexicography" (in A Grammatical Miscellany offered to Otto Jespersen
on his Seventieth Birthday, (1930) with suggesting the value of Middle English
surnames as a source for the history of the English vocabulary.

59 Ope cit., p. xli.
60 Ope cit., pp. 32-33.
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three to four hundred years the NED's. Even more important, how-
ever, are the newly-recovered surnames-many of them com-
pounded forms-which represent Old English words hitherto un-
known. One may point by way of example to Ekwall's suggestion
of an Old English common noun *hlammgeat 'swinggate' as the
source of the place name Lamyatt (Somerset) and to the verification
of this postulation by Lofvenberg's discovery of the surname atte
Lome3ate.61 Of a total of. three hundred and seventy-three un-
compounded name-words listed by Lofvenberg, no fewer than
ninety-five are unrecorded in the NED.62

While the surnames appearing in medieval manuscripts have
been given deserved attention and in turn have revealed much of
linguistic interest, those of another peripheral area have remained
untouched. These latter are the native British surnamefi which were
lost except as they appear in records of colonial America. Of such
names B ardsley remarks:

It is curious to notice apparently extinct surnames in England crop up in the
U. S. A.; v. for instance, Holy Peter, now Hollopeter across the Atlantic. It seems
to have long died out in the old country. So with Liard, which I can only find in
New York. The same remark applies to Pallister and to Chickin ... 63

Among these fugitive surnames are doubtless some which left no
trace in Britain even in remote times. As a potential source of mate-
rial for both onomasticon and lexicon they need to be collected and
scientifically examined.

Not all of the non-traditional surnames of English fabric that
appear at an early date in trans-Allegheny Virginia had their
origins in the British Isles. Some, like Brownfield, may be anglicized
German names. Others, such as Whitecliff and Timberlake, which
actually stand for Wycliff and Timperley, reflect folk etymologies
from this side of the Atlantic. Still others-perhaps Rifle and
Flintlock-seem to have originated in the spirit of the frontier as
the need for new names arose. Of the remaining non-traditional
surnames, the majority represent obscure or extinct local names
that have been brought to light by place name scholars in recent
years. A small number, however, reveal hitherto unrecorded com-
binations or project word forms which antedate the earliest re-
cogniz ed instances:

61 Ope cit., p. xxxviii. 62 Ibid., p. xl.
63 A Dictionary of English and Welsh Surnames, p. 6.
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Beakwade. An unnoted compound of Nth. beek 'rivulet' plus
wade 'ford.'

Bobinett. A surname appearing on the Allegheny frontier in 1784.
The NED's first instance of bobinett is from 1832.

Boydstone. The unusual combination of a Celtic first element, Gael.
boidh 'yellow,' and an OE second element, stan 'stone.' Or the pers.
n. Boyd, a derivative of Gael. boidh 'yellow-haired,' plus tfin
('Boyd's homestead') may be represented.

Burchfield. A surname that may be an unrevealed place name
containing the OE elements birce 'birch' and feld 'field,' with the
significance of 'cultivated land near a birch grove or coppice.'

Calmire. An unrecorded compound of calf and mire, apparently
signifying a muddy spot or enclosure in which calves were permitted
to run. Cal- (OE cealf) is a common initial element in local names of
the Anglian region.

Fornelson. A surname that appears to contain an unrecorded OE
personal name Fornel or Farnel, similar in form to O. Scand. Forni,
which is sometimes found in place names of the Anglian counties.
Had the name developed from the latter, however, Fornson, rather
than Fornelson, would have resulted.

Hardesley. An unnoted compound containing the OE personal
name Herered and OE leah 'open land.'

Hogmire. An unrecorded compound of hog and mire. Mire here
and in Calm ire seems to be used in a more specific sense (i. e. as
an enclosure) than is indicated by other more common Nth. English
-mire names-e. g.' Blamire, Longmire, Tranmire, Pundermire.

Meander. A surname appearing on the frontier in 1784. The NED
finds meander as a verb first used in a personal sense in 1831 (e. g.
"He went meanderin.") The noun meanderer dates from 1889.

Sisco. Apparently a northern English name combining the ON
personal name Siggi and ON sk6gr 'wood,' (i. e. 'Siggi's wood').
Cf. Brisco.

Tumblestone. A compound that may contain as a first element an
unrecognized OE personal name 'Tumbel' or 'Timbel' and having
the significance of 'Tumbel's tfin or homestead.'

Taboos and Surname Change
Surnames undergo change principally in two ways: 1) through

an evolutionary process of gradual, unintentional, and frequently
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unconscious mutation, and 2) through a conscious alteration that
may transform a name orthographically or phonetically, or may
involve the actual discard of a name in favor of a totally different
one. The first of these has been with dealt above. The second, as it
affected the surnames of western Virginia during and after the
eighteenth century, will be the subject of the succeeding paragraphs.

The intentional change of a surname results almost exclusively
from the name's assumption of meaning. This meaning mayor
may not be that which is associated with the ordinary words of
speech; more than likely, it lies with the name's symbology. When
the name comes to signalize a condition which sets apart the
bearer, it immediately becomes subject to change.

Various factors induce the attachment of special significances
that bring about changes in names:

A. Change may be effected from religious considerations.
Because it implied Irish extraction and hence allegiance to

Catholicism, the Celtic surnominal prefix 0' was taboo on the
Allegheny frontier.64 One early pioneer went so far as to have
written into court records an apology he received for having been
wrongly endowed with an 0' name. The situation is described by
Boyd B. Stutler in the West Virginia Re9iew.65

"In 1774 Joseph and Samuel McClung had charge of collecting
the tithes of the citizens of the Greenbrier \vatershed, that section
then being a part of Botetourt County. In the prosecution of this
duty, some time in 1775, they-posted a notice listing the men liable
for this tax. At that time Andrew Donnally was living on Sinking
Creek .... In some way the McClungs had heard a rumor that
Donnally had changed his name or shortened it by omitting an 0;
that his name was really 0' Donnally ; and that he was a papist.
In posting the list of tithables the McClungs wrote the name as

64 The Rev. Patrick Woulfe in Irish Names and Surnames, p. xxxii quotes:
By Mac and 0
You'll always know
True Irishmen, they say;
But if they lack
Both 0 and Mack
No Irishmen are they.

(Mac's use by Scots as well as Irish made it an acceptable prefix.)
65 Boyd B. Stutler, "Annals of the Mountain State/' The West Virginia Review,

VII (1930), 174.
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rumor told them.it should be written-they flatly accused him by
calling him O'Donnally. Great was the wrath of the injured citizen.
He declined to receive a verbal apology; the insult had been given
publicly and the retraction must be made the same way. Therefore
he required the l\1cClungs to prepare a formal statement setting out
the facts and apologizing for the insult, and, after this document had
been witnessed by ... neighbors of Donnally, it was taken before
the Botetourt County court at the l\1ay term, 1776, where it was
proved in due and solemn form and ordered to be recorded .... "

Undoubtedly this antipathy is reflected in the paucity of 0'
names on the frontier generally. Only four appear in early Monon-
galia records. One instance of James 0' Cochran beside the excised
James Cochran occurs in a deed of survey for 1783. (In other records,
only James Cochran is mentioned.) The slip is revealing. Woulfe
gives O'Cochran as an Irish surname; and Black goes so far as to
point out that use of Cochrane as a concealment for the transplanted
Irish 0' Corcoran is well known in Scotland.66 Elsewhere are found
O'Bryan, O'Finn, and O'Glesby, but of the last there is some doubt.
Its alternation in a deed from 1783 with Oglesby, a traditional
English form (Oegel's or Oeguald's 'settlement or farmstead'), leads
to the belief that it may be a scribal misliteration. Of more than three
thousand names of family heads given in the first Federal Census
(1790) for Washington County, Pennsylvania (a portion of which
was orginally included in Monongalia), only one-O' Brine-bears the
0' prefix.

Today, in certain regions of West Virginia, Kelley, Murphey, and
Rian are traditional 'Protestant' spellings, while their counterparts,
Kelly, Murphy, and Ryan, are looked upon as 'Catholic.' The names
first occur as Kelly (1781), Murphy (1781), and Ryan (1782).
Murphey appears in 1782, Kelley in 1796, Rian not until after 1800.
Two names in later use also mirror religious dissidence: M cC arty
and Hennessee were originated by Protestants to mark a distinc-
tion from 'Catholic' McCarthy and Hennessey.67

B. Change may be effected from political considerations.
The restrictions placed upon settlement in northwestern Virginia

are reflected in surname change. Fear that an influx of Pennsyl-

66 Black, Ope cit., p. xlv.
67 Mrs. Anna Morrell McCarty, formerly of Morgantown, and Mr. Eugene

Hennessee, of Parkersburg, are my informants.
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vania Germans would loosen Virginia's claim to the region led a
Monongalia court, in May, 1772, to decree that "no Bedford County
people are by any agreement made after this date [to] be allowed to
homestead any land West of the Mohongalo River, from the
Lakes to the Greenbrier .... "68 Four months later the following
case came before the court:

Complaint made by Edward Scott and ten settlers of Upper Tingooqua Creek
and Eckerlin Run against one Jacob Zeller and four sons as being obnoxious to
said complainant. The Corte bei ng of desire to hold this Virginia territory as made
in agreement .. in 1767 - that no Penn settlers be allowed to make Tomahawk
claims on Virginia lands - did set Ord on September 2nd - the sheriff bring the
Zeller family into Corte on this day, September 4th, 1772 .... The Corte do find
no obnoxious claim made by Zellers, now declare Edward Scott- complaint set
by- and make clear all the Ords of Virginia Rights - and same being made to them-
the Zeller name being changed to Sellers- by Ord of the Corte and made by oath and
so made in this Corte record by Ord of Camp Cat Fish Corte this 4th day of Septem-
ber 1772.69

Such direct anglicizings as that of 'Zeller' to 'Sellers' may have
been more common than the records show. Schuricht, in writing
of German settlement in the Valley of Virginia, points to the early
appearance of the translated forms 'Carpenter,' 'Hunter,' and
'Greentree' from 'Zimmermann,' 'Jaeger,' and 'Gruenebaum.'7o
Local feeling elsewhere in western Virginia doubtless encouraged
similar substitutions which are not revealed.

C. Change may be effected from social considerations.
In the newly-awakened social consciousness of the nineteenth

century, not a few names came to represent, indirectly, meaningful
significations or to possess meaning within themselves as words.
Illustrative of the former are the names 'Croston,' 'Male,' and' New-
man' which in one region are exclusively used by the people called
Guineas; and the labels are freely spoken of as "Guinea names."
In another community, 'Cross' has come to signify Negro blood in
a predominantly white strain.

Other local conditions sometimes attach opprobrium to names.
Circumstances of indolence, poverty, and even ignorance may
so color a name that, in time, the name and the state become

68 Horn, Ope cit., I, 75.
69 Ibid., pp. 86-7. (The italics are mine.)
70 Herrmann Schuricht, History of the German Element in Virginia, I, 77, 95,

203, ff.
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synonymous. One family informally changed 'Hawkinberry' to
'Hillberry,' in the hope, no doubt, that reproach would fade with
the name. For the same reason 'Mike' was changed to 'Michael'.

Because of its connotation as a meaningful word, 'Coon' (some-
times spelled Koon), which had appeared as a frontier surname as
early as 1781, was legally changed by one family to 'Koen.' In a
similar case, the eighteenth-century' Snodgrass,' after court appeal,
became 'Ketterer.'

In the late nineteenth century there began a fashion in surnames
that has seen the shifting of accent from first to second syllable
in a number of disyllabic names. This phonetic alteration, which
does not always extend to orthography, apparently was motivated
by a sense of social consciousness and took place at a time when
a corresponding shift was under way in such common nouns as
garage, restaurant, and chauffeur. In certain instances the change
can be justified as a return to an original form:

Arnett Arnett (e)
Barnet Barnette
Burdin Burdine
Galion Galyean
Lazell Lazell (e)
Odel O'Dell
Sinkler Sinclair
Waddel Waddell

D. Change may be effected from considerations of personal safety.

What must have been the common type of intentional name
change in the eighteenth century-that proceeding from a desire
to conceal identity-is the one least frequently discernible; for sel-
dom did the· advantage of lifting the veil of anonymity, especially
for public record, outweigh the expedience of keeping it lowered.
Just such a rare case, however, is that of Richard Thomas Atkin-
son, who enlisted in the Virginia Militia in 1776 under the name of
Richard Thomas. Applying in 1819 for a Revolutionary pension 7\
he made the following statemant before the Monongalia County
Court:

71 Revolutionary Pensioners of Monongalia Oounty (Revolutionary Soldiers Who
Applied for Pensions in Monongalia Oounty), p. 2.
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The reason I enlisted in the name Richard Thomas was that previous to the
Revolution ... I was a soldier in the British servise and was advised to enlist in
the name of Thomas for fear if [I] was taken prisoner [I] would be known by [my]
full name.

In the absence of any detail, one may wonder whether Atkinson
had been a deserter from the British Army. If such was the situ-
ation, he was not the first to seek freedom from Army service in
the western wilderness. The earliest settlers on the headwaters of
the Monongahela were the Eckarly brothers from eastern Penn-
sylvania who in 1753, because of religious scruples, had come to
escape military duty;72 and the men who opened the way to set-
tlement of the Buckhannon Valley were the Pringles- John and
Samuel-who in 1761 had fled the garrison at Fort Pitt.73

Outlawry on the western Virginia frontier, however, was not
represented alone by a few Army deserters. Indeed, if the assertion
of one writer can be accepted, the earlier frontier communities of
the Monongahela country were "filled with criminals and outlaws
from the older settlements east of the mountains," and the blessings
brought by the genuine pioneer "were enjoyed by thousands of
adventurers of every grade from the cutthroat knave to the polish-
ed land-shark. "74

Some historians have maintained that the country watered by
the Monongahela, the Ohio, and the Kanawha was settled in large
part by the indentured white servants of tidewater Virginia, who,
in the great exodus of that class, made their way westward.75 Other
historians have denied this claim.76 But as early as 1717, Governor
Spotswood of Virginia, writing of the outward movement of white
freedmen, was saying, "The inhabitants of our frontiers are com-
posed generally of such as have been transported hither as servants,
and being out of their time settled themselves where land. is to be

72 Samuel T. Wiley, History of Monongalia Oounty, West Virginia, p. 32.
73 Richard Ellsworth Fast and Hu Maxwell, The History and Government of

West Virginia, p. 44.
74 Archer Hulbert, The Ohio River, p. 88. This historian says again, p. 195, "The

lawless condition of the land and its comparatively small number of inlaws made
the West a haven for outlaws from the southern and eastern states."

75 See Boyd B. Stutler, "Annals of the Mountain State," The West Virginia
Review, VII, (1930), 357.

76 Ibid., p. 358.
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taken up .... "77 The institution of indentured servitude lasted
throughout the colonial period. A French traveler writing in 1765
observed that " ... the number of Convicts and indented servants
imported to Virginia [is] amazing .... "78 How widespread was the
practice of absconding is impossible to determine although running
away seems to have been the most common misdoing of servants
in the colonies.79 Doubtless many who fled their bonds found sanct ..
uary beyond the Blue Ridge under different names.

Of the felons transported from England to America for pOenal
servitude, Smith80 says,

As for the convicts, their ultimate fate is shrouded in mystery, where it is perhaps
as well that it should remain. William Eddis81 remarked that most of them either
found their way back to England after their seven or fourteen years was finished,
or else they moved to different parts of the colonies and took up a new career under
assumed names.

However nebulous the pattern, however vague the circumstances,
discarding of names and identities on the slopes of the Alleghenies
can hardly have been uncommon. Indeed, the assumption of new
names for the purpose of avoiding recognition -especially ,vith
the growth of population following the Revolution -may well have
been extensive. In the absence of any other data, the incidence of
non-traditional surnames and of baptismal names as surnames
appears to form the only tangible evidence on the subject.

77 Abbot Emerson Smith, Oolonists in Bondage, White Servitude and Oonvict
Labor in America, 1607-1776, p. 297.

78 "Journal of a French Traveller in the Colonies, 1765," The American Histor-
ical Review, XXVI, (1921), 744. The importation of servants seemed to have been
at its peak about the middle of the eighteenth century. (See Eugene Irving 1\1:c-
Cormac, "White Servitude in Maryland, 1634-1820." Johns Hopkins University
Studies in Historical and Political Sciences, Series XXII, (1904), 107.)

79 "Servants would plot how they might run away even before they landed in
Virginia and under the liberty given them on the plantations, and with an accessible
back country, it was not a difficult matter to accomplish." (James Curtis Ballagh,
"White Servitude in the Colony of Virginia," Johns Hopkins University Studies in
Historical and Political Sciences, Thirteenth Series, (1895), 53. Of. Smith, Opecit.,
pp. 264-65 and McCormac, Opecit., p. 48.)

80 Ope cit., p. 303.
81 Eddis came from England in 1769 as secretary to Governor Eden of Maryland.

His Letters from America, Historical and Descriptive; Oomprising Occurrences from
1769 to 1777 Inclusive appeared in London in 1792.
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Surnames in Frontier Place Names

The early West Virginia surname 'Doddridge' (which has become
a place name )82will serve as a subject for exemplifying the terminal
theory of Old English place names and at the same time for de-
monstrating the value of topographical name investigation to sur-
name study. \

As shown by Kokeritz,83 a name's terminal element may assume
special significance in the derivation of an obscure first element.
Non-habitative terminals (words denoting natural features, e. g. OE
hyll, cumb, dun) favor the descriptive word as a first constituent
while personal names are much more frequent in compounds with
habitative terminals (words denoting homesteads or places char-
acterized by various forms of human activity, e. g. OE hiim, tun,
worp).84

Of 'Doddridge' Bardsley says only that it is of local origin and
represents some spot in County Devon which he is unable to find.85
Harrison goes further in etymologizing, but stops with 'Dodda's
Ridge,' the first element of which he identifies as a personal name
and the second as OE hrycg, 'ridge.'86 Those who hold with the ter-
minal theory, however, would seek another first element. In the
present circumstance, it seems to me that a most likely alternative
to the personal name is OE *dod(d) seen in ME dod 'rounded
summit,' (Mod. Engl. dial. dod, dodd) and ME dodden (Mod. Engl.
dod) 'to make the top or head of anything blunt, rounded or bare'
(NED).87

In the light of the terminal theory of Old English place names,
the incidence of surnames in the stream nomenclature of early
western Virginia forms an interesting pattern. Of one hundred and

82 Doddridge County, West Virginia.
83 Helge Kokeritz, The Place-Names 01 the Isle 01 Wight, (Nomina Germanica,

Arkiv for germansk namnforskning utgivet av Joran Sahlgren, Nr. 6), pp. lxxxi,
lxxxii. Kokeritz is one of several, notably Zachrisson, who have utilized the terminal
theory.

84 Ibid., p. lxxxii.
85 A Dictionary 01 English and Welsh Surnames, p. 87.
86 Ope cit., I, 117.
87 The NED says of dod, dodd: "sb. north dial. In North of England and South

of Scotland a frequent term for a rounded summit or eminence, either as a separate
hill, or more frequently a lower summit or distinct shoulder or boss of a hill." Cf.
von Feilitzen, Ope cit., pp. 224-5, and Tengvik, Ope cit., pp. 310-11.
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sixty-six watercourse names still current in the twentieth century
in northern West Virginia and recorded as early as the Revolution-
ary period,88 eleven designate rivers, sixty-six, creeks, and eighty-
nine, runs and branches. A surname combines with ri(Jer only twice
to form a compound89 (Tygart's Ri(Jer, Hughes Ri(Jer) while in the
other nine river names, descriptive words are employed as first
elements. Correspondin.gly, creek has nineteen instances of surnames
against forty-seven compounds with descriptive words. With run
and fork as terminals, however, surnames predominate as first ele-
ments in a ratio of sixty-one to twenty-eight.

Regardless of how precisely the computation here reflects the
terminal theory as it applies to Old English names, the conclusion
may be reached that the smaller the stream, the more personal
becomes its association and the more often does its designation
incorporate a surname.

The need for such a formula as that employed by students of
Old English local names is not lacking with regard to present-day
place nomenclature. A case in point is 'Otter Creek,' a tributary of
Tygart's River, which appears as 'Aughter's Creek' and 'Outer's
Creek' in the earliest records. The spelling and the genitival s point
to a stream title of surnominal origin. On the other hand, the creek
as a natural feature is most frequently denoted by a descriptive
word rather than by a personal name. In similar fashion 'Gnatty
Creek', a branch of Elk Creek, which appears first (1781) as 'N atta
Creek' (perhaps from the surname Van Natta) mayor may not
have received its present designation through folk etymology. An
interesting case also is that of 'Windy Run', a tributary of Tygart's
River. Here the question is whether the modern name represents
the eighteenth-century surname 'Whendy,' which was preserved for
a time in 'Whendy's Run' before disappearing altogether, or whe-
ther it is merely a descriptive epithet.

88 Reports of Oommissioners on Adjustment of Olaims to Unpatented Lands,
Monongalia, Yohogania, and Ohio Oounties, Virginia and West Virginia (1779-:...1783),
p. 1 ff.

89 The meaning of Buckhannon (River) is in dispute. It is most frequently
explained as an Indian word sometimes translated 'brick river' or 'breaker in
pieces' and sometimes held to be the name of a Delaware chief, Buckongahelas.
(See Hammi! Kenny, West Virginia Place Names, pp. 135-136.)
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Examples of this kind not only reveal the necessity for a care-
fully detailed examination of place names but also point up the
intimate relationship existing between place names and surnames.
As noted earlier, place name scholarship has much to contribute to
surname study. The extent to which the latter is able to reciprocate,
however, is not fully realized.

From Bynames to Middle Names

Like other Germanic peoples, the Anglo-Saxons, following the
well-defined principles of alliteration, variation, and repetition,
bestowed a single compounded or uncompounded name upon their
off-spring.90 Not infrequently, however, two persons of a village or
of one family connection carried the same name, and out of the
need for distinguishing between them grew the nickname or by-
name91- precursor of the hereditary surname of later periods.

In use in England since the eighth century,92 this early form of
second name was, as a rule, no more than a loosely attached and
changeable description which ceased to exist with the death of the
person who bore it.93

That a need similar to that of earlier periods had arisen in eigh-
teenth-century western Virginia and was being met by use of the
secondary appellation is indicated from contemporary records:

The patronym as a byname is found in 'Van Swearingen son of
John. '94Two grandsons of Morgan l\1organ, the first settler in what
is now West Virginia, are distinguished as 'Morgan Morgan son of
James'95 and 'Morgan Morgan the 3d.'96 The Third is not alone here,
being used in at least three other instances. J unior97 and senior are
very common; and once 'J ohn Ramsay the lesser' stands with
, John Ramsay Senior. '98

90 See Woolf, Ope cit., p. 1.
91 Byname is here used in the sense of "a name other than the principal or main

one; a subsidiary name .or appellation." (NED)
92 In Beowulf, for example: 'Scyld Scefing,' 'Beowulfbearn Ecgpeowes,' 'Unfero

Ecglafes bearn.' 93 Tengvik, Opecit., p. 10.
94 Reports of Commissioners on Adjustment of Claims to Unpatented Lands,

Monongalia, Yohogania, and Ohio Counties, Virginia, West Virginia, p. 188.
95 Monongalia County District Court Fee Book, 1799-1800, p. 3.
96 Ibid.
97 Ekwall finds junior and senior in use in London before 1300 (Variation, p. 44).
98 Reports of Commissioners ... , pp. 34, 36.
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A list of holders of tithable property produces the descriptive
'Richard Tibbs, red head. '99 A second such list, showing an occu-
pational sub-title, reveals beside 'Edmond West,' 'Edmund West,
Constable. '100 In a community with two others bearing the name.
James Hughes is 'J. Hughes, Blacksmith; '101 and in the same
record appear' John Harris, Innkeeper'102 and of three John Shid-
lers one designated 'John Shidler, Blacksmith. '103

From place of residence, no doubt, Horn Horn chose to be recor-
ded as 'Horn Horn, Amwell,'104 while of two Levi Harrods, one is
'Levi Harrod, Fort Harrod. '105 Somewhat less laconic is 'John
Downer living on Dunker creek.106

Three John Vanmeters are thus differentiated: 'J ohn Vanmeter,'
'John Vanmeter Senior,' and 'Major John Vanmeter.'107 A title,
however, was of no value in keeping apart two William Crawfords,
both of whom were colonels in the Revolutionary War. One was
nicknamed 'Black Bill,'lOS the other 'Monongahela Bill. '109

How much farther byname use in trans-Allegheny Virginia
would have extended had not the middle name come into vogue
can only be surmised. Suffice to note the situation by 1842 among
sea-coast villages of Scotland as Joseph Robertson describes it :110

"The fishers are generally in want of surnames. There are seldom
more than two or three surnames in a fish-town .... The grocers
in 'booking' their fisher customers, invariably insert the nick-name

99 The list representing the year 1786 was found among the papers of Col.
William McCleary, an early county official, and is included in Samuel T. Wiley's
History 01 Monongalia County, West Virginia, p. 82.

100 The list represents the year 1785 and is found in Henry Haymond's History
of Harrison County West Virginia, p. 275.

101 From a listing of heads of families, Washington County, Pennsylvania, 1790,
in Horn, Ope cit., II, 803.

102 Ibid., p. 805.
103 Ibid., p. 821.
104 Ibid., p. 805.
105 Ibid., p. 803.
106 Monongalia County Court Estray Register, 1796, p. 6.
107 From ms. records to which reference is made in Agnes Waller Reddy, West

Virginia Revolutionary Ancestors, p. 79.
108 Horn, Ope cit., I, 296.
109 Ibid., II, 648.
110 "Notes on the Fishers of the Scotch East Coast," Blackwood' 8 Edinburgh

Magazine, LI, (1842), 300-301.
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or tee-name, and, in the case of married men, write down the wife's
along with the husband's name. Unmarried debtors have the names
of their parents inserted with their own. In the town-register of
Peterhead these signatures occur: Elizabeth Taylor, spouse to John
Thompson, SOllples; Agnes Farquhar, spouse to Findlater, Stout-
tie .... Among the twenty-five George Cowies in Buckie there are
George Cowie, doodle, George Cowie, carrot, and George Cowie, neep.

"A stranger had occasion to call on a fisherman ... in one of the
Buchan fishing-villages of the name of Alexander White ....
Meeting a girl, he asked-

" 'Could you tell me fa'r Sanny Fite lives ?'
"'Filk Sanny Fite?'
"'Muckle Sanny Fite.'
" 'Filk muckle Sanny Fite?'
"'Muckle lang Sanny Fite.'
"'Filk muckle lang Sanny Fite?'
"'Muckle lang gleyed Sanny Fite,' shouted the stranger.

".'Ohl It's "Goup-the-Lift" ye're seeking,' cried the girl, 'and
fat the deevil for dinna ye speer for the man by his richt name at
ance?" ,

In contrast to this prominent role, the byname in western Vir-
ginia by the same date-the early 1840's-had made its exit from
formal records. The middle name, whose use thirty years before
was negligible, had become almost the sole agent for distinguishing
those who bore the same Christian and family names.!ll Even
junior and senior for a time were to become superfluous appendages.112

Although not unknown in the earliest period of settlement, the
middle name before 1785 was so rare that among several thousand
references to colonists on the Allegheny slopes I have found it
employed only nine times. By 1795, it was recorded with one of every
fifty names. The rate of increment in its use in the nineteenth cent-

111 The exchange of byname for middle name is graphically illustrated in a
notification appearing in the Massachusetts Spy for April 4, 1821: "Nathan Tufts,
the third, son of Amos Tufts, blacksmith, changed his name to Nathan Adams
Tufts, by Act of Feb. 24." (Richard H. Thornton, An American Glossary (Phila-
delphia, 1912), II, 894.)

112 The son who received his father's given name usually bore also a middle name:
e. g. John Adams and John Quincy Adams. Hence the lack of necessity for junior.
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ury may be further traced in figures for names appearing in Monon-
galia County Deed Books for various years. I use the letter "D"
as representative:

Deed
Number of Number of Percent of

Years Surnames Middle MiddleBook under "D" Names Names

3 1803-1807 69 3 41/2

5 1810-1814 51 4 71/
2

8 1819-1822 63 11 17
10 1823-1828 49 15 30
13 1833-1837 52 18 34
15 1838-1840 85 36 42

I (n. s.) 1864-1865 74 38 51

The most striking feature attached to the use of middle names. in
the eighteenth century, as well as later, is that a very high percentage
were borrowed surnames. Significantly, seven of the nine coming
to light before 1785 appear to be family names:

Peter Smalwood Roby
John Dulling Goff
Thomas J ames Goff
John Pierce Duvall
J ohn Hawkins Low
William Augustus Smith
Thomas Doyl McCune
David Wales Sleeth
J ohn Wade Lovberry

"This use of surnames [as first names or as middle names] ori-
ginated in England during the Seventeenth Century,'~ says H. L.
Mencken, "and one of its fruits was the adoption of a number of
distinguished names, e. g., Cecil, Howard, Douglas, Percy, Duncan
and Stanley, as common given names. But the Engli.sh began a
return to John, Charles and Williams during the century following,
and now the use of surnames is distinctively American. Of the
fourteen Presidents of the United States who have had middle
names at all, nine have had family names .... "113 The fact that

113 H. L. Menoken, The American Language, p. 516.
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continental European immigrants frequently bore two Christian
namesl14 apparently did not influence the nomenclature of trans-
Allegheny Virginia.

For what is perhaps the chief answer to the question of why in
America the surname became and remained so prominently iden-
tified with the middle or second name one needs but look at the
latter names themselves: Adams, Asbury, Boone, Clay, Dow, Grant,
Harrison, Jackson, Lee, Marion, Marshall, Morgan, Randolph, Sher-
man, Taney, Webster, Wesley. The development of a new culture
in this country-a culture in which the name of ancestor and of
national and local hero was held in highest reverence-gave to
middle names a significant function. In them were brought to
memory the family patriarch, the circuit-rider and preacher, the
frontier orator, the law-giver, statesman, and soldier.

Like the agnomen of the ancient Romans,115 the middle name
became an honorific title. With the Romans, it was often bestowed
in honor of some achievement on the part of the individual who
bore it. With our pioneer forefathers, it was given as a token of
honor and esteem for someone outside the immediate family circle.

Deed Book A, 1789. District and Superior Courts held for the Dis-
trict of Harrison, Monongalia, Ohio, and Randolph Counties.
Deed Book B, 1796. District and Superior Courts held for the Dis-
trict of Harrison, Monongalia, Ohio, and Randolph Counties.
Deed Book C, 1798. District and Superior Courts held for the Dis-
trict of Harrison, Monongalia, Ohio, and Randolph Counties.
Deed Book A, 1778. Fayette County Court. Fayette County, Penn-
sylvania.
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